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CLASSIFICATION OF 2-COMPONENT VIRTUAL LINKS
UP TO Ξ-MOVES
JEAN-BAPTISTE MEILHAN, SHIN SATOH, AND KODAI WADA
Abstract. The Ξ-move is a local move which refines the usual forbidden
moves in virtual knot theory. This move was introduced by Taniguchi and the
second author, who showed that it characterizes the information contained by
the odd writhe of virtual knots, a fundamental invariant defined by Kauffman.
In this paper, we extend this result by classifying 2-component virtual links
up to Ξ-moves, using refinements of the odd writhe and linking numbers.
1. Introduction
Virtual knot theory developed by Kauffman in [5] is a diagrammatic extension of
the classical study of knots in 3-space. A virtual knot is a generalized knot diagram,
where one allows both classical and virtual crossings, regarded up to an extended
set of Reidemeister moves. Alternatively, virtual knots can be described in terms of
Gauss diagrams, which are copies of S1 endowed with signed and oriented chords,
modulo certain local moves [3]. The set-theoretic inclusion of usual knot diagrams
into virtual knot diagrams induces an injection of classical knots into virtual knots.
In virtual knot theory, we can not pass a strand ‘over’ or ‘under’ a virtual cross-
ing. These operations are called the forbidden moves. At the Gauss diagram level,
forbidden moves allow to exchange the relative positions of any two consecutive
endpoints of chords on a circle. See the left of Figure 1.1. Any virtual knot is de-
formed into the trivial knot by forbidden moves [4, 10]. Generally, the n-component
virtual links L =
⋃n
i=1Ki up to forbidden moves are classified by the (i, j)-linking
numbers Lk(Ki,Kj) (1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n) completely [1, 9, 12].
forbidden move Ξ-move
Figure 1.1. The forbidden moves and Ξ-moves on Gauss diagrams
The purpose of this paper is to study an operation called the Ξ-move, which
is generated by forbidden moves. At the Gauss diagram level, a Ξ-move swaps
the positions of the first and last of three consecutive endpoints of chords. See
the right of Figure 1.1. The Ξ-move arises naturally as the characterization of the
information contained by the odd writhe. The odd writhe J(K) of a virtual knot K
is a fundamental invariant in virtual knot theory defined by Kauffman in [6], by
counting with signs of certain crossings. In [14], Taniguchi and the second author
proved the following.
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Theorem 1.1 ([14, Theorem 1.7]). Let K and K ′ be virtual knots. Then the
following are equivalent.
(i) J(K) = J(K ′).
(ii) K and K ′ are related bu a finite sequence of Ξ-moves.
Note that Ohyama and Yoshikawa [11] obtained the same result independently.
In this paper, we push further this study by classifying 2-component virtual
links up to Ξ-moves. Quite surprisingly, the situation turns out to be very different
depending on the parity of the link. A 2-component virtual link is called odd,
resp. even, if the number of classical crossings involving both components is odd,
resp. even (Definition 3.3). Notice that the set of 2-component even virtual links
contains that of classical 2-component links.
In the odd case, we obtain the following.
Theorem 1.2. Let L = K1 ∪ K2 and L′ = K ′1 ∪ K ′2 be 2-component odd virtual
links. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) L and L′ are related by a finite sequence of Ξ-moves.
(ii) Lk(K1,K2) = Lk(K
′
1,K
′
2) and Lk(K2,K1) = Lk(K
′
2,K
′
1).
By the classification for 2-component virtual links up to forbidden moves [12, Corol-
lary 7] (see also [1, Proposition 3.6]), this theorem means that the equivalence
relation generated by Ξ-moves is coincident with that by forbidden moves for 2-
component odd virtual links.
The even case is much less simple, and involves several new invariants. First, for
an even virtual link L = K1∪K2, we can define the odd writhe of Ki in L (i = 1, 2),
denoted by J(Ki;L), as an extension of the original invariant defined in [6] (see
Definition 6.1). Moreover, we can define the reduced linking class F (L), which is a
refinement of Lk(Ki,Kj) (see Definition 6.4). Then we have the following.
Theorem 1.3. Let L = K1 ∪K2 and L′ = K ′1 ∪K ′2 be 2-component even virtual
links. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) L and L′ are related by a finite sequence of Ξ-moves.
(ii) J(K1;L) = J(K
′
1;L
′), J(K2;L) = J(K ′2;L
′), and F (L) = F (L′).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the definitions of
virtual links and Gauss diagrams. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2.
In Section 4, we study a shell which is a certain kind of self-chords in a Gauss
diagram. In Section 5, by means of Gauss diagrams, we give a standard form for
2-component virtual links up to Ξ-moves (Proposition 5.7). In the last section, we
prove Theorem 1.3 and establish a relation among the invariants J(K1;L), J(K2;L),
and F (L) (Theorem 6.10).
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2. Virtual links and Gauss diagrams
For an integer µ ≥ 1, a µ-component virtual link diagram is the image of an
immersion of µ circles into the plane, whose singularities are only transverse double
points. Such double points are divided into classical crossings and virtual crossings
as shown in Figure 2.1.
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classical crossing virtual crossing
Figure 2.1. Two types of double points
A µ-component virtual link is an equivalence class of µ-component virtual link
diagrams under generalized Reidemeister moves, which consist of classical Reide-
meister moves R1–R3 and virtual Reidemeister moves V1–V4 as shown in Figure 2.2
(cf. [5]). Throughout this paper, all virtual links are assumed to be ordered and
oriented.
R1 R1 R2 R3
V1 V2 V3
V4
Figure 2.2. Generalized Reidemeister moves
A Gauss diagram is a disjoint union of ordered and oriented circles together
with signed and oriented chords whose endpoints lie disjointly on the circles. A
chord in a Gauss diagram is called a self-chord if both endpoints lie on the same
circle of the Gauss diagram; otherwise it is called a nonself-chord. A self-chord is
free if its endpoints are adjacent on the circle. Given a µ-component virtual link
diagram with n classical crossings, the Gauss diagram associated with the virtual
link diagram is defined to be the union of µ circles and n chords connecting the
preimage of each classical crossing. Each chord is equipped with the sign of the
corresponding classical crossing, and oriented from the over-crossing to the under-
crossing.
By definition, the virtual Reidemeister moves V1–V4 on virtual link diagrams
do not affect the corresponding Gauss diagrams. On the other hand, the classical
Reidemeister moves R1–R3 change the Gauss diagrams as shown in Figure 2.3.
Here, there are several kinds of R3 depending on the signs and orientations of
chords, and one of them is shown in the figure. The others are generated by
R1, R2, and this R3 (cf. [13]). Therefore, a virtual link can be considered as an
equivalence class of Gauss diagrams under Reidemeister moves R1–R3 (cf. [3, 5]).
A Ξ-move on Gauss diagrams is a local deformation as shown in Figure 2.4, which
exchanges the positions of P1 and P3 for three consecutive endpoints P1, P2, and
P3 of chords. Here, the three chords may have any signs and orientations, and the
Ξ-move only changes the attaching points of the chords. Note that a Ξ-move may
involve both endpoints of a single chord. In the rest of this paper, when applying a
Ξ-move in a figure, we will sometimes indicate with a pair of dots • as in Figure 2.4
the two endpoints of chords that are exchanged by this move.
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R1 R1 R2 R2
R3
ε ε ε −ε ε −ε
Figure 2.3. Reidemeister moves on Gauss diagrams with ε ∈ {±1}
P1 P2 P3 P3 P2 P1
Figure 2.4. Ξ-move on Gauss diagrams
Two Gauss diagrams G and G′ are Ξ-equivalent if they are related by a finite
sequence of Reidemeister moves R1–R3 and Ξ-moves. We denote it by G ∼ G′.
Two virtual links are Ξ-equivalent if their Gauss diagrams are Ξ-equivalent.
3. The case of 2-component odd virtual links
In the rest of this paper, we only consider 2-component virtual links. Let L =
K1 ∪K2 be a 2-component virtual link, and G its Gauss diagram with two circles
C1 and C2. For (i, j) = (1, 2), (2, 1), a nonself-chord in G is called of type (i, j) if it
is oriented from Ci to Cj .
Definition 3.1 (cf. [3, Section 1.7]). The (i, j)-linking number of L is defined to
be the sum of signs of all nonself-chords of type (i, j). We denote it by Lk(Ki,Kj).
This integer Lk(Ki,Kj) is an invariant of the virtual link L. Moreover, we have
the following.
Lemma 3.2. For any (i, j) = (1, 2), (2, 1), the (i, j)-linking number Lk(Ki,Kj) is
invariant under Ξ-moves.
Proof. A Ξ-move does not change the signs of nonself-chords of type (i, j). 
Since Reidemeister moves do not change the parity of the number of nonself-
chords in G, the following is well-defined.
Definition 3.3 (cf. [7]). A 2-component virtual link L is odd, resp. even, if the
number of nonself-chords in any Gauss diagram of L is odd, resp. even.
Equivalently, L is odd (or even) if and only if Lk(K1,K2) 6≡ Lk(K2,K1) (mod 2)
(or Lk(K1,K2) ≡ Lk(K2,K1) (mod 2)). By Lemma 3.2, the parity for 2-component
virtual links is preserved under Ξ-moves.
Lemma 3.4. If two Gauss diagrams are related by a local move as shown in Fig-
ure 3.1, then they are Ξ-equivalent.
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Figure 3.1. Local move in Lemma 3.4
Proof. The local move in Figure 3.1 is realized by Ξ-moves twice. 
Lemma 3.5. Let C be a circle of a Gauss diagram. If the number of all endpoints
of chords on C is odd, then the positions of any two consecutive endpoints on C
can be exchanged up to Ξ-equivalence.
Proof. For n ≥ 1, let P1, P2, . . . , P2n+1 be the endpoints on C as shown in Fig-
ure 3.2(1). It is enough to prove that the positions of P1 and P2 can be exchanged
up to Ξ-equivalence.
Figure 3.2 indicates the proof. More precisely, we obtain (2) from (1) by applying
the move in Lemma 3.4 repeatedly. We obtain (3) from (2) by a single Ξ-move
involving P1, P2, and P2n+1, and (4) from (3) by sliding P1 and P2 along C. 
(1) (2)
(4) (3)
C
Lem 3.4
Ξ
P1 P2 P3 P2n+1
P2 P1 P3 P2n+1
P3 P4 P2n−1P2n P1 P2 P2n+1
P3 P4 P2n−1P2n P2n+1P2 P1
Figure 3.2. Proof of Lemma 3.5
For a, b ∈ Z, we denote by G(a, b) the Gauss diagram with two circles C1 and
C2 as shown in Figure 3.3; that is, it consists of |a| horizontal nonself-chords of
type (1, 2) with sign εa and |b| horizontal nonself-chords of type (2, 1) with sign εb,
where a = εa|a| and b = εb|b|.
Proposition 3.6. Any Gauss diagram G of a 2-component odd virtual link L =
K1 ∪ K2 is Ξ-equivalent to G(a, b) for some a, b ∈ Z. Moreover, we have a =
Lk(K1,K2) and b = Lk(K2,K1).
Proof. Since the number of all nonself-chords in G is odd, each circle Ci of G has
an odd number of endpoints of self-/nonself-chords (i = 1, 2). By Lemma 3.5, we
can freely move the positions of endpoints on Ci up to Ξ-equivalence. Therefore, we
deform every self-chord into a free-chord, and remove it by an R1-move. Moreover,
we rearrange the nonself-chords horizontally so that the nonself-chords of type (1, 2)
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|a|
|b|
C1 C2
εa
εa
εb
εb
Figure 3.3. The Gauss diagram G(a, b)
are placed above those of type (2, 1). If two consecutive nonself-chords of the same
type have opposite signs, then we cancel them by an R2-move. Finally, G is Ξ-
equivalent to G(a, b) for some a, b ∈ Z.
Let L′ = K ′1 ∪K ′2 be the 2-component odd virtual link represented by G(a, b).
Then it follows that Lk(K ′1,K
′
2) = a and Lk(K
′
2,K
′
1) = b. Since the two virtual
links L and L′ are Ξ-equivalent, we have Lk(K1,K2) = a and Lk(K2,K1) = b by
Lemma 3.2. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. (i)⇒ (ii) This follows from Lemma 3.2 directly.
(ii)⇒ (i) By Proposition 3.6, any Gauss diagrams of L and L′ are Ξ-equivalent
to G(a, b) and G(a′, b′), respectively. Moreover, it holds that
Lk(K1,K2) = a, Lk(K2,K1) = b, Lk(K
′
1,K
′
2) = a
′, and Lk(K ′2,K
′
1) = b
′.
Since Lk(K1,K2) = Lk(K
′
1,K
′
2) and Lk(K2,K1) = Lk(K
′
2,K
′
1), we have a = a
′
and b = b′. Therefore G(a, b) = G(a′, b′) holds. 
Remark 3.7. For any Gauss diagram of a 2-component odd virtual link, the num-
ber of endpoints of chords is odd on both circle components. Therefore Lemma 3.5
readily implies that two 2-component odd virtual links are Ξ-equivalent if and only
if they are related by a finite sequence of forbidden moves. Hence Theorem 1.2 can
also be obtained as a consequence of [1, Proposition 3.6] or [12, Corollary 7].
4. Shells
To prove Theorem 1.3, we prepare several lemmas and propositions in Sections 4
and 5. It is not necessary to restrict the argument to 2-component even virtual
links. Therefore, we do not assume that a 2-component virtual link is even in
theses sections.
A shell is a self-chord whose endpoints are separated by an endpoint of another
chord (cf. [8]). Note that the orientation of a shell can be changed by a Ξ-move. See
Figure 4.1. In this sense, we may omit the orientation of a shell up to Ξ-equivalence
in figures.
ε εΞ
Figure 4.1. Changing the orientation of a shell by a Ξ-move
A shell-pair consists of a pair of shells, whose four endpoints are consecutive and
isolated from other chord ends. Up to Ξ-equivalence, the following lemma allows
us to freely move a shell-pair along a circle.
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Lemma 4.1. If two Gauss diagrams are related by a local move as shown in Fig-
ure 4.2, then they are Ξ-equivalent.
ε δ δ ε
Figure 4.2. Moving a shell-pair along a circle
Proof. This follows by Figure 4.3. 
ε δ ε δ δ ε
Ξ Ξ
Figure 4.3. Proof of Lemma 4.1
Up to Ξ-equivalence, the sign of a shell can be changed with making a shell-pair
as follows.
Lemma 4.2. If two Gauss diagrams are related by a local move as shown in Fig-
ure 4.4, then they are Ξ-equivalent.
ε −ε ε ε
Figure 4.4. Changing the sign of a shell with a shell-pair
Proof. This follows by Figure 4.5. 
R2 Ξ Lem 4.1
ε
−ε
ε ε
−ε
ε ε −ε ε ε
Figure 4.5. Proof of Lemma 4.2
We say that a shell is positive (or negative) if its sign is +1 (or −1), and that a
shell-pair is positive (or negative) if it consists of two positive (or negative) shells.
Changing the orientation of a shell by a Ξ-move if necessary, we can delete a shell-
pair consisting of a positive shell and a negative one by an R2-move.
Lemma 4.3 (cf. [14, Fig. 13]). If two Gauss diagrams are related by a local move
as shown in Figure 4.6, then they are Ξ-equivalent.
Proof. This follows by Figure 4.7. 
Lemma 4.4. If two Gauss diagrams are related by a local move (1), (2), or (3) as
shown in Figure 4.8, then they are Ξ-equivalent.
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Figure 4.6. Adding/canceling two consecutive shell-pairs with
opposite signs
Ξ Ξ R2
twice
Figure 4.7. Proof of Lemma 4.3
(1) (2)
(3)
Figure 4.8. Local moves (1)–(3) in Lemma 4.4
Lem 4.3 Ξ Ξ
Figure 4.9. Proof of Lemma 4.4(1)
Lem 4.3 (1)
Figure 4.10. Proof of Lemma 4.4(3)
Proof. (1) and (3) are proved as shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10, respectively. (2) is
realized by a Ξ-move. 
Lemma 4.5. If two Gauss diagrams are related by a local move as shown in Fig-
ure 4.11, then they are Ξ-equivalent.
ε
Figure 4.11. Local move in Lemma 4.5
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Proof. This follows by Figure 4.12. 
ε
Ξ ε R1
Figure 4.12. Proof of Lemma 4.5
Proposition 4.6. Any Gauss diagram of a 2-component virtual link is Ξ-equivalent
to a Gauss diagram with two circles C1 and C2 which satisfies the following condi-
tions.
(i) All self-chords in C1 and C2 are shells.
(ii) All shells around nonself-chords are positive ones.
(iii) All nonself-chords are arranged horizontally such that the nonself-chords of
type (1, 2) are placed above those of type (2, 1).
(iv) All shell-pairs in each Ci have the same sign (i = 1, 2).
Figure 4.13 shows an example of a Gauss diagram satisfying the conditions (i)–
(iv) in Proposition 4.6.
C1 C2
Figure 4.13. A Gauss diagram satisfying Proposition 4.6
Proof of Proposition 4.6. By Lemma 4.4, every self-chord γ can be deformed into a
chord with at most one positive shell around each endpoint of γ, which satisfies one
of three cases as shown in Figure 4.14. In this process, some positive/negative shell-
pairs may appear and some nonself-chords may get a positive shell. By Reidemeister
moves and Lemma 4.5, we may assume that the obtained Gauss diagram satisfies
the conditions (i) and (ii). Next, we can apply Lemma 4.4 to the nonself-chords
so that they satisfy the condition (iii). If two consecutive shell-pairs have opposite
signs, then we cancel them by Lemma 4.3. Finally the condition (iv) holds. 
γ γ γ
Figure 4.14. Proof of Proposition 4.6
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5. Portions of nonself-chords
We may ignore the signs of shells and the positions of shell-pairs up to Ξ-
equivalence thanks to Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, and often omit them in figures through-
out this section.
We consider eight classes of nonself-chords of type (1, 2) labeled Aε, Bε, Cε, and
Dε (ε ∈ {±1}) as shown in Figure 5.1. A portion on A,B,C and D is a piece of a
Gauss diagram which is a juxtaposition of horizontal nonself-chords among the eight
classes of Figure 5.1. Such a portion can be described as a word Xε11 X
ε2
2 · · ·Xεnn
for letters X1, X2, . . . , Xn ∈ {A,B,C,D} and signs ε1, ε2, . . . , εn ∈ {±1}, as shown
in Figure 5.2 on an example.
C1 C2
ε
Aε
C1 C2
ε
Bε
C1 C2
ε
Cε
C1 C2
ε
Dε
Figure 5.1. The classes Aε, Bε, Cε and Dε of nonself-chords of type (1, 2)
C1 C2
Figure 5.2. The portion AB−1CA−1D
Lemma 5.1. For any X ∈ {A,B,C,D}, we have the Ξ-equivalence XX−1 ∼
X−1X ∼ ∅ up to shell-pairs, where ∅ denotes the portion without chords.
Proof. If X = A, then AA−1 and A−1A are related to ∅ by R2-moves. Figure 5.3
indicates the proofs for X = B,D. The proof for X = C is similar. 
BεB−ε ∅
Lem 4.4 R2
ε
−ε
ε
−ε
DεD−ε ∅
Lem 4.4 R2
ε
−ε
−ε
ε
Figure 5.3. Proofs of Lemma 5.1 for X = B,D
Lemma 5.2. We have the following Ξ-equivalence up to shell-pairs.
(i) AB ∼ BA ∼ CD ∼ DC.
(ii) AC ∼ CA ∼ BD ∼ DB.
(iii) AD ∼ DA and BC ∼ CB.
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Proof. Figure 5.4 shows the proof of (i). The proof of (ii) is similar to that of (i).
By (i) and (ii), we have (iii) as follows;
AD
(i)∼ AC−1BA (ii)∼ C−1ABA (i)∼ C−1BAA (i)∼ DA
and
BC
(i)∼ BD−1AB (ii)∼ D−1BAB (i)∼ D−1ABB (i)∼ CB
up to shell-pairs. 
Lem 4.4 Lem 4.4 R3
Lem 4.4
Lem 4.4
CD AB
BA
DC
Figure 5.4. Proof of Lemma 5.2(i)
Lemma 5.3. We have the Ξ-equivalence B2 ∼ C2 up to shell-pairs.
Proof. This follows by Figure 5.5. 
B2 C2
Lem 4.4 Lem 4.4
Figure 5.5. Proof of Lemma 5.3
Lemma 5.4. Any portion of a Gauss diagram on A,B,C and D is Ξ-equivalent
to either ApBq or ApBqC for some p, q ∈ Z, up to shell-pairs.
Proof. By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, we have XεY δ ∼ Y δXε for any X,Y ∈ {A,B,C,D}
and any ε, δ = ±1. Therefore, any portion on A,B,C and D is Ξ-equivalent to
ApBqCrDs
for some p, q, r, s ∈ Z. SinceD ∼ ABC−1 andD−1 ∼ A−1B−1C hold by Lemma 5.2,
we can take s = 0. Moreover, since C−1 ∼ B−2C and C2 ∼ B2 hold by Lemma 5.3,
we can take r = 0 or 1. 
We consider nonself-chords of type (2, 1) with sign ε labeled Âε, B̂ε, Ĉε and D̂ε
as shown in Figure 5.6. Clearly, the relations among A, B, C and D given in
Lemmas 5.1–5.4 also hold among Â, B̂, Ĉ and D̂. Moreover, we have:
Lemma 5.5. We have the Ξ-equivalence BB̂ ∼ CĈ up to shell-pairs.
Proof. This follows by Figure 5.7. 
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C1 C2
ε
Âε
C1 C2
ε
B̂ε
C1 C2
ε
Ĉε
C1 C2
ε
D̂ε
Figure 5.6. The labels Âε, B̂ε, Ĉε and D̂ε of nonself-chords of type (2, 1)
R2 R3
Ξ
twice
Lem 4.4 Lem 4.1
R1
Lem 4.5
BB̂
CĈ
Figure 5.7. Proof of Lemma 5.5
Proposition 5.6. Let U be a portion on A,B,C and D, and V a portion on Â, B̂, Ĉ
and D̂. Then the portion UV is Ξ-equivalent to either ApBqÂrB̂s or ApBqÂrB̂sĈ
for some p, q, r, s ∈ Z up to shell-pairs.
Proof. By Lemma 5.4, we have
U ∼ ApBqCu
for some p, q ∈ Z and u ∈ {0, 1}, and
V ∼ ÂrB̂sĈv
for some r, s ∈ Z and v ∈ {0, 1}. Then it is enough to consider the case u = 1.
By Lemmas 5.2 and 5.5, we have
UV ∼ ApBqCÂrB̂sĈv ∼ ApBq
(
BB̂ Ĉ−1
)
ÂrB̂sĈv ∼ ApBq+1ÂrB̂s+1Ĉv−1.
In the case v − 1 = −1, since Ĉ−1 ∼ B̂−2Ĉ holds by Lemma 5.3, we have
ApBq+1ÂrB̂s+1Ĉ−1 ∼ ApBq+1ÂrB̂s−1Ĉ.
This completes the proof. 
For integers k, l, p, q, r, s ∈ Z, we denote by G(2k, 2l; p, q; r, s) the Gauss diagram
with two circles C1 and C2 as shown in the left of Figure 5.8; that is, it consists of
|k| shell-pairs with sign εk in C1, |l| shell-pairs with sign εl in C2, and the portion
ApBqÂrB̂s between C1 and C2, where n = εn|n| (n = k, l, p, q, r, s). Similarly, we
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denote by G(2k+ 1, 2l; p, q; r, s) the Gauss diagram which consists of |k| shell-pairs
with sign εk in C1, |l| shell-pairs with sign εl in C2, and the portion ApBqÂrB̂sĈ.
See the right of Figure 5.8.
C1 C2 C1 C2
G(2k, 2l; p, q; r, s) G(2k + 1, 2l; p, q; r, s)
γ0
|p|
εp
εp
|q|
εq
εq
εq
εq
|r|
εr
εr
|s|
εs
εs
εs
εs
2|k|
εk
εk
εk
εk
2|l|
εl
εl
εl
εl
γ0
|p|
εp
εp
|q|
εq
εq
εq
εq
|r|
εr
εr
|s|
εs
εs
εs
εs
+
+
2|k|
εk
εk
εk
εk
2|l|
εl
εl
εl
εl
Figure 5.8. The Gauss diagrams G(2k, 2l; p, q; r, s) and G(2k + 1, 2l; p, q; r, s)
Proposition 5.7. Any Gauss diagram G of a 2-component virtual link is Ξ-
equivalent to G(m, 2l; p, q; r, s) for some m, l, p, q, r, s ∈ Z.
Proof. Up to Ξ-equivalence, we may assume that G satisfies the conditions (i)–(iv)
given in Proposition 4.6. Let U and V be the portions of horizontal nonself-chords
in G of types (1, 2) and (2, 1), respectively. Using Proposition 5.6, we deform the
portion UV to obtain either ApBqÂrB̂s or ApBqÂrB̂sĈ. By Lemma 4.2, we change
the sign of a shell around a nonself-chord γ into the same sign as γ. Changing the
orientations of shells by Ξ-moves, G is finally Ξ-equivalent to G(m, 2l; p, q; r, s) for
some m, l, p, q, r, s ∈ Z. 
6. The case of 2-component even virtual links
Throughout this section, we consider a 2-component even virtual link L = K1 ∪
K2 and its Gauss diagram G with two circles C1 and C2.
For a self-chord γ in Ci, its endpoints divide Ci into two arcs. Let α be one
of the two arcs. We say that γ is odd (or even) if the number of all endpoints of
chords on α is odd (or even). Since the number of all nonself-chords in G is even,
each circle Ci has an even number of endpoints of self-/nonself-chords. Therefore,
the parity of γ does not depend on a particular choice of the arc α.
Definition 6.1. The odd writhe of Ki in L (i = 1, 2) is the sum of signs of all odd
self-chords in Ci. We denote it by J(Ki;L).
Example 6.2. Consider the Gauss diagram G = G(−5, 4; 3,−2; 1, 1) as shown in
Figure 6.1. Let L = K1 ∪ K2 be the 2-component even virtual link represented
by G. Then we have
J(K1;L) = −5 and J(K2;L) = 3.
Lemma 6.3. For any i ∈ {1, 2}, the odd writhe J(Ki;L) is an invariant of L.
Moreover, it is invariant under Ξ-moves.
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γ0
C1 C2
Figure 6.1. The Gauss diagram G(−5, 4; 3,−2; 1, 1)
Proof. An R1-move yields or deletes an even self-chord, and does not change the
parity of any other self-chords. An R2-move yields or deletes a pair of chords γ and
γ′ with opposite signs, and does not change the parity of any other self-chords. If γ
and γ′ are nonself-chords, then they do not contribute to J(Ki;L). If γ and γ′ are
self-chords in Ci, then they have the same parity and the contributions to J(Ki;L)
cancel out. An R3-move or a Ξ-move does not change the sign and parity of any
self-chords. 
We stress that the odd writhe J(Ki;L) of Ki in L is different from the original
odd writhe J(Ki) introduced in [6], meaning that J(Ki;L) is an invariant of L
rather than just Ki.
We now introduce an equivalence relation among the nonself-chords. For two
nonself-chords γ and γ′ in G, the endpoints of γ and γ′ on C1 divide the circle C1
into two arcs. Let α be one of the two arcs. Similarly, the endpoints of γ and γ′ on
C2 divide C2 into two arcs, and let β be one of the two arcs. See Figure 6.2. We
say that γ and γ′ are equivalent if the number of all endpoints of chords on α ∪ β
is even. In particular, γ is equivalent to itself. Since each circle Ci has an even
number of endpoints, the equivalence relation between γ and γ′ does not depend
on a particular choice of the arcs α and β.
α βC1 C2
γ
γ′
Figure 6.2. A pair of arcs α and β for nonself-chords γ and γ′
Fix a nonself-chord γ0 in G. For (i, j) = (1, 2), (2, 1), let σij(G; γ0) be the sum of
signs of all nonself-chords of type (i, j) which are equivalent to γ0, including γ0 itself,
and let τij(G; γ0) be the sum of signs of all nonself-chords of type (i, j) which are
not equivalent to γ0. By definition, we have σij(G; γ0) + τij(G; γ0) = Lk(Ki,Kj).
We next introduce an equivalence relation among the elements in (Z× Z)2. For
two elements ((p, q), (r, s)), ((p′, q′), (r′, s′)) ∈ (Z× Z)2, we denote by ((p, q), (r, s)) .=
((p′, q′), (r′, s′)) if either
p = p′, q = q′, r = r′, s = s′
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or
p = q′, q = p′, r = s′, s = r′.
We denote by [(p, q), (r, s)] the equivalence class of ((p, q), (r, s)) under
.
=.
Definition 6.4. The reduced linking class of L is the equivalence class
[(σ12(G; γ0), τ12(G; γ0)) , (σ21(G; γ0), τ21(G; γ0))] ∈ (Z× Z)2 / .= .
We denote it by F (L).
Remark 6.5. In [2], Cheng and Gao defined an invariant of L. It is called the
linking class of L and denoted by F (L) (cf. [8]). Although we do not give here
the precise definition of F (L), we stress that the reduced linking class F (L) can be
defined from F (L) by a certain reduction.
Example 6.6. Consider the Gauss diagram G and the 2-component even virtual
link L given in Example 6.2. Let γ0 be the top nonself-chord in G as shown in
Figure 6.1. Then we have
σ12(G; γ0) = 3, τ12(G; γ0) = −2, σ21(G; γ0) = 1, and τ21(G; γ0) = 2.
Hence we have
F (L) = [(3,−2), (1, 2)] = [(−2, 3), (2, 1)].
Lemma 6.7. The reduced linking class F (L) is an invariant of L. Moreover, it is
invariant under Ξ-moves.
Proof. We first prove that [(σ12(G; γ0), τ12(G; γ0)) , (σ21(G; γ0), τ21(G; γ0))] does
not depend on a particular choice of γ0. Consider a nonself-chord γ1 in G. If
γ1 is equivalent to γ0, then we have
σij(G; γ0) = σij(G; γ1) and τij(G; γ0) = τij(G; γ1).
If γ1 is not equivalent to γ0, then we have
σij(G; γ0) = τij(G; γ1) and τij(G; γ0) = σij(G; γ1).
Hence the reduced linking class for γ0 is equal to that for γ1.
Using this fact, without loss of generality we may assume that a given Reide-
meister move R1–R3 or Ξ-move does not involve the fixed chord γ0, possibly up to
addition of chords by R2. We see that this move does not change σij(G; γ0) and
τij(G; γ0). 
Lemma 6.8. Let L = K1 ∪ K2 be the 2-component virtual link represented by
G = G(m, 2l; p, q; r, s) for some m, l, p, q, r, s ∈ Z.
(i) The 2-component virtual link L is even if and only if
p+ q + r + s ≡ m (mod 2).
(ii) If L is even, then we have
J(K1;L) = m, J(K2;L) = 2l + q + s,
and
F (L) =
{
[(p, q), (r, s)] for m even,
[(p, q), (r, s+ 1)] for m odd.
Proof. (i) The number of nonself-chords in G is equal to |p| + |q| + |r| + |s| for
m even and |p|+ |q|+ |r|+ |s|+ 1 for m odd.
(ii) By definition, all self-chords in G are odd. The sum of signs of all self-chords
in C1 is equal to m, and that in C2 is equal to 2l + q + s.
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Let γ0 be the top nonself-chord in G as shown in Figure 5.8. All nonself-
chords labeled Aεp and Âεr are equivalent to γ0. The sums of signs of all nonself-
chords labeled Aεp and Âεr are equal to p and r, respectively. Therefore, we have
σ12(G; γ0) = p and σ21(G; γ0) = r. Similarly, since all nonself-chords labeled B
εq ,
B̂εs and Ĉ are not equivalent to γ0, we have τ12(G; γ0) = q and τ21(G; γ0) = s for
m even and s+ 1 for m odd. 
Lemma 6.9. We have the following Ξ-equivalent Gauss diagrams of 2-component
even virtual links.
(i) G(2k, 2l; p, q; r, s) ∼ G(2k, 2l − p+ q − r + s; q, p; s, r).
(ii) G(2k + 1, 2l; p, q; r, s) ∼ G(2k + 1, 2l − p+ q − r + s+ 1; q, p; s+ 1, r − 1).
Proof. Since the proofs of (i) and (ii) are similar, we only prove (ii). First we show
that there exists n ∈ Z such that we have the Ξ-equivalence
G(2k + 1, 2l; p, q; r, s) ∼ G(2k + 1, 2n; q, p; s+ 1, r − 1).
This Ξ-equivalence is given by Figure 6.3. More precisely, we obtain (2) from (1)
by an R1-move yielding a free chord γ in C2. Applying Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4, we
slide the terminal endpoint of γ along C2 with respect to the orientation of C2 until
it is next to the initial endpoint. Then we obtain (3) from (2). By Lemma 5.2, it
holds that
BpAqB̂rÂsD̂ ∼ AqBpÂsB̂rD̂.
Therefore we obtain (4) from (3) by an R1-move removing γ. Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3
imply that D̂ ∼ Â B̂−1Ĉ. Therefore we have
AqBpÂsB̂rD̂ ∼ AqBpÂsB̂rÂ B̂−1Ĉ,
and obtain (5) from (4). By Lemma 5.2, it holds that
AqBpÂsB̂rÂ B̂−1Ĉ ∼ AqBpÂs+1B̂r−1Ĉ.
Finally, by Lemma 4.2 we change the signs and orientations of shells, hence we
obtain (6) from (5) for some n.
Now, the two Gauss diagrams G(2k + 1, 2l; p, q; r, s) and G(2k + 1, 2n; q, p; s +
1, r − 1) are Ξ-equivalent. By Lemmas 6.3 and 6.8(ii), we have
J(K2;L) = 2l + q + s = 2n+ p+ r − 1
and hence 2n = 2l − p+ q − r + s+ 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. (i)⇒ (ii). This follows from Lemmas 6.3 and 6.7 directly.
(ii)⇒ (i). Let G and G′ be Gauss diagrams of L and L′, respectively. By Propo-
sition 5.7, we have
G ∼ G(m, 2l; p, q; r, s)
for some m, l, p, q, r, s ∈ Z and
G′ ∼ G(m′, 2l′; p′, q′; r′, s′)
for some m′, l′, p′, q′, r′, s′ ∈ Z. Then the assumption J(K1, L) = J(K ′1, L′) implies
that m = m′ by Lemma 6.8(ii). Since J(K2, L) = J(K ′2, L
′) holds, we have
2l + q + s = 2l′ + q′ + s′
by Lemma 6.8(ii). Moreover, by F (L) = F (L′) and Lemma 6.8(ii), it holds that
either
p = p′, q = q′, r = r′, s = s′
or {
p = q′, q = p′, r = s′, s = r′ for m even,
p = q′, q = p′, r = s′ + 1, s = r′ − 1 for m odd.
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G(2k + 1, 2l; p, q; r, s)
(1) (2)
R1
|p|
εp
εp
|q|
εq
εq
εq
εq
|r|
εr
εr
|s|
εs
εs
εs
εs
2|k|
εk
εk
εk
εk
2|l|
εl
εl
εl
εl
C1 C2γ
|p|
εp
εp
|q|
εq
εq
εq
εq
|r|
εr
εr
|s|
εs
εs
εs
εs
εk
εk
εk
εk
εl
εl
εl
εl
(4) (3)
Lem 4.1,
Lem 4.4
Lem 5.2
R1
|q|
εq
εq
|p|
εp
εp
|s|
εs
εs
|r|
εr
εr
εk
εk
εk
εk
γ
|p|
εp
εp
|q|
εq
εq
|r|
εr
εr
|s|
εs
εs
εk
εk
εk
εk
G(2k + 1, 2n; q, p; s+ 1, r − 1)
(5) (6)
Lem 5.2,
Lem 5.3
Lem 4.2,
Lem 5.2
|q|
εq
εq
|p|
εp
εp
|s|
εs
εs
|r|
εr
εr
εk
εk
εk
εk
|q|
εq
εq
|p|
εp
εp
εp
εp
|s|
εs
εs
|r|
εr
εr
εr
εr
2|n|
εn
εn
εn
εn
2|k|
εk
εk
εk
εk
Figure 6.3. Relating G(2k+1, 2l; p, q; r, s) to G(2k+1, 2n; q, p; s+
1, r − 1) up to Ξ-equivalence for some n ∈ Z
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In the first case, we have l = l′ and hence
G ∼ G(m, 2l; p, q; r, s) = G(m′, 2l′; p′, q′; r′, s′) ∼ G′.
In the latter case, we have{
2l = 2l′ − p′ + q′ − r′ + s′ for m even,
2l = 2l′ − p′ + q′ − r′ + s′ + 1 for m odd.
By Lemma 6.9, it holds that
G ∼ G(m, 2l; p, q; r, s)
= G(m′, 2l′ − p′ + q′ − r′ + s′; q′, p′; s′, r′)
∼ G(m′, 2l′; p′, q′; r′, s′) ∼ G′
for m even, and
G ∼ G(m, 2l; p, q; r, s)
= G(m′, 2l′ − p′ + q′ − r′ + s′ + 1; q′, p′; s′ + 1, r′ − 1)
∼ G(m′, 2l′; p′, q′; r′, s′) ∼ G′
for m odd. 
We conclude this paper with a result that investigates the relations between the
classifying invariants J(K1;L), J(K2;L) and F (L) of Theorem 1.3.
Theorem 6.10. We have the following.
(i) Let L = K1 ∪K2 be a 2-component even virtual link. Assume that F (L) =
[(p, q), (r, s)]. Then we have
J(K1;L) + J(K2;L) ≡ p+ r ≡ q + s (mod 2).
(ii) For any integers p, q, r and s with p + r ≡ q + s (mod 2), there exists a
2-component even virtual link L = K1 ∪K2 such that
(a) J(K1;L) + J(K2;L) ≡ p+ r (mod 2) and
(b) F (L) = [(p, q), (r, s)].
Proof. (i) By Proposition 5.7 and Lemmas 6.7 and 6.8(ii), L is Ξ-equivalent to a
2-component even virtual link L′ = K ′1 ∪K ′2 represented by G(m, 2l; p, q; r, s). By
Lemma 6.8, it holds that
J(K ′1;L
′) + J(K ′2;L
′) ≡ m+ q + s ≡ p+ r (mod 2).
Hence we have J(K1;L) + J(K2;L) ≡ p+ r (mod 2) by Lemma 6.3. Since F (L) =
[(p, q), (r, s)] = [(q, p), (s, r)] holds, we similarly have J(K1;L) + J(K2;L) ≡ q + s
(mod 2).
(ii) The 2-component virtual link L represented by G(0, 0; p, q; r, s) is even and
satisfies the conditions (a) and (b) by Lemma 6.8. 
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